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Little Women is one of the best loved books of all time. Lovely Meg, talented Jo, frail Beth, spoiled

Amy: these are hard lessons of poverty and of growing up in New England during the Civil War.

Through their dreams, plays, pranks, letters, illnesses, and courtships, women of all ages have

become a part of this remarkable family and have felt the deep sadness when Meg leaves the circle

of sisters to be married at the end of Part I. Part II, chronicles Meg's joys and mishaps as a young

wife and mother, Jo's struggle to become a writer, Beth's tragedy, and Amy's artistic pursuits and

unexpected romance. Based on Louise May Alcott's childhood, this lively portrait of 19th-century

family life possesses a lasting vitality that has endeared it to generations of readers and listeners.
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Like the previous reviewer, I was surprised to find that he book I had been occasionally rereading

for over 50 years was NOT the original novel. My own copy, much loved and well thumbed, has

been with me since I was a ten year old. I bought the Kindle version just to have it in my portable

library, since I thought I knew it almost by heart. To my surprise, when I started looking it over, I

found that the book was not the same at all. My original copy must have been "modernized" at some

point. All of the familiar passages were there, but there was a great deal that I didn't remember

reading before. Some of that was a specifically Victorian kind of moralizing, but there was also some

expansion of the story.. I'm not sure that I would have appreciated it all when I was younger, but I

found it a delight to read now, as an example of a book of its times. Now I'm going to download the



rest of the Alcott catalogue and see how it compares to the books I thought were the originals when

I read them many years ago. This was still an exemplary book. It will always be one of the classics.

I was so, so looking forward to reading "Little Women" to my daughter, so she could be caught up in

it as I was at an early age. I particularly chose the "Whole Story" edition because of its broad

margins, easy-to-scan pages, and charming illustrations and margin notes that add historical texture

to the story.Imagine my shock to discover that at the end of THIS edition, Jo has not written a book,

Amy has not gone off to Europe, Professor Baer has not made an appearance of any kind

and....you'll never believe this....Beth is still carrying on a conversation (I'm trying not to spoil the plot

of the real thing here).That's because, apparently, "Little Women" was initially published in two parts

("Little Women" and "Good Wives"), which are generally published as the same book. Whole Story

has chosen to stop at the half-way point, so much of the story you remember, loved, cried, and

laughed over is just not here.Imagine getting only the first half of Tom Sawyer...leave him stranded

on the island forever!I feel completely conned. It's a five-star story - make that maybe even a

seven-star story - but it's a one-star edition.

I am a 14-year-old girl and just got around to reading Little Women about a year ago. It is a great

American classic written by Louisa May Alcott. It is about the four March sisters: Meg, Jo, Beth and

Amy. They live in New England during the Civil War. They are poor, but they try to make the best of

it as they grow and learn. We follow them through good times and bad as they, with help from

Marmee and Laurie (their next-door neighbor), bear their own unique burdens. Meg's is poverty,

Jo's is her temper, Beth's burden is not being able to play on a piano, and Amy's is her

unaristocratic nose. (as funny as that sounds) You'll fall in love with Jo's oddities just as much as

with Beth's gentil manners. It is a great book that everyone should read!

Please don't misunderstand me...I am NOT disparaging the original story of Little Women. The one

star rating is for this particular edition of the book. I have loved this book all my life and having worn

out my childhood copy, was hoping to get a new one. An UNABRIDGED copy!! This is not the

original...words and whole phrases have been changed and added to this copy! If you, like I was,

are looking for an original, untouched, UNABRIDGED copy of Little Women then bypass this

edition!! I cannot even begin to tell you how disappointed I was!! I will be returning this copy and

continue my search for a REAL copy of Little Women that hasn't had words changed, modernized,

or "dumbed down"!!



I must have read Little Women 10-20 times as a child and cried every time I read it. The relationship

between the sisters is so touching. It wasn't until much later that I made the connection with the Civil

War, and reading it as an adult made the story even richer. This book is a wonderful read aloud to

middle school and high school students studying the Civil War time period. I highly recommend

reading the book before watching the movie. The movie is great, but cannot begin to touch the

emotions portrayed in the book! The other works of Alcott as also as touching. I loved Eight Cousins

and Rose in Bloom almost as much as Little Women!

I bought this perennial favorite to add to my barely-started collection of these tiny Collector's Library

books (sadly, B&N discontinued publication of these). I love that it's small and hardcover- perfect for

traveling- especially for long hours on the plane or whatnot.I was a bit disappointed to find that this

book contains only part I of Little Women, ending with Chapter 23 ("Aunt March Settles the

Question"). It does not have Good Wives (aka part 2 of Little Women). Luckily, I have what I call my

"home copy" of the book which has both parts...so I don't feel like I've made a mistake in purchasing

this one. But I thought I'd let you know this book only features part I so that you know what to

expect!

This edition was a wonderful value, containing many of the well loved classics like Little Women and

others of that series. But it also contained other of the author's less well known works that I just fell

in love with. I will say that the editing could have been a little better, there were some words where

the I was an o or viseversa but overall a wonderful read and and a great bargain at the price.
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